Operative Illustrations of the Osborne’s Ligament
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INTRODUCTION

The cubital tunnel syndrome (CTS) is widely considered as the second most frequent compression neuropathy in the upper extremities (1,3). Osborne described a fibrous band as a cause of compression neuritis at the elbow (4). However, existence of a compressive cause has not been determined conclusively since then. There is still a disagreement as to whether compressive or tractional etiology or both of these factors may occur progressively to be a factor in the neuropathy. As far as we know, visual material about compression of the ulnar nerve at the elbow is almost never found in the literature. In this paper, operational and pathological photographs of the Osborne’s ligament as a cause of ulnar entrapment neuropathy at the elbow are presented.

CASE REPORT

A 64-year old woman applied to the hospital with pain in the medial aspect of right elbow for at least 1 year. The pain worsened with elbow flexion. In addition, the patient had numbness in the palm and fingers. According to the Mc Gowen classification, the patient had a grade 3 ulnar neuropathy. An electroneuromyography (ENMG) revealed compressive ulnar neuropathy at the right elbow with almost total axonal degeneration of the ulnar nerve. Absolute motor nerve conduction velocity (NCV) of the ulnar nerve was less than 30 m/sec. The patient had no cervical neuropathy or shoulder pathology. She was operated for decompression of the nerve at the elbow. After exposure of the nerve, a ligament compressing the nerve was seen between the two heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris (Figure 1A). In situ decompression was performed by cutting a ligament over the nerve (Figure 1B). A piece of ligament sample was taken for histological investigation. Connective tissue cells within collagen fibrils were observed under the light microscopy with hematoxylin and eosin stain (Figure 2). Immediately after operation, numbness of the patient resolved. Motor functions improved partly one day later and completely recovered after one week. A control ENMG after one month showed markedly recovery and regeneration. NCV of the ulnar nerve was more than 42 m/sec.

DISCUSSION

Frictional or traction ulnar neuritis of the elbow have been taken into account as etiological factors, as well as recurrent elbow joint dislocation causing stretching the nerve (4). During elbow flexion, the volume or radius of the cubital tunnel decreases physiologically, so moderate compression of the nerve within the tunnel can be observed as normal and
may not result in neuropathy. Entrapments of the ulnar nerve occur at four sites. The arcade of Struthers is a well known compressive etiology for CTS above the elbow. Guyon's canal at the wrist and retroepicondylar groove at the elbow are other sites of entrapment for the ulnar nerve. Compression by fascia may be the cause of entrapment here. Just distal to the ulnar groove, under the aponeurosis between the heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris, is the fourth site of compression (2). Another concept for ulnar nerve injury within or just distal to the cubital tunnel is the dynamic compression or repetitive trauma. Decrease in the volume of the cubital tunnel secondary to an increase in the flexion of the elbow may result in compression of the ulnar nerve (6). CTS may also arise from a pathological compression of the nerve within the tunnel by an abnormal fibrous band. A transverse fibrous band bridging the two heads of the musculus flexor carpi ulnaris forms the firm passage for the ulnar nerve. The band tightens during flexion of the elbow and allows the capsular floor of the nerve to protrude into the tunnel, so the compression may occur transversely under the band. The band is considered as an epicondylo-olecranon ligament (5).

It is possible to differentiate between normal and compressed nerve radiologically within the cubital tunnel especially by MRI (1). However, showing the epicondylo-olecranon ligament is not possible by the same technique as far as we know. The NCV study after surgery revealed that ulnar nerve conduction velocity had increased more than 10 m/sec. This shows us that the fibrous band seen at the surgery is likely to be the etiological factor of the compression. Rapid resolution of the sensorimotor symptoms of the patient also supports our opinion.

Surgical and pathological photographs of Osborne's band are presented in this paper. This report may be considered as concrete evidence for the compressive etiology for ulnar neuropathies.
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